
                    Guru Gobind Singh Public School 

                  Sector v/B 

                  Revision Assignment of Half Yearly Exam 2019-20    

                  Class 6                                Subject - English        

Instructions: 

Section A - 6 QUESTIONS 

Section B – 33 QUESTIONS 

Section C – 11 QUESTIONS 

Section  A- Writing 

 
1.You are Sunny/Surbhi,sports captain of your school.Your sports teacher has asked you to write a notice 

for the school notice board, informing the students about the yoga camp that is going to organise in your 

school.                                                                                (Word limit:45-50) 

 

2.Your colour box has been lost from the art room of your school.Draft a notice giving all the necessary 

details of it. Sign yourself as Ankita/Amit ,class 6                (  Word limit :45-50) 

3.Write a letter to your uncle who lives abroad requesting him to send you a laptop , telling the 

advantages of laptop.       (Word limit- 80-100)                                                             

4.Write a letter to your friend congratulating him who has been selected in state level quiz competition 

.(Word limit – 80 -100) 

5. You are Rahul, write a diary entry expressing your feelings before the half yearly exam. (word limit 

80-100) 

6. You visited Nehru Park sector 4, Bokaro. You were very happy to visit this zoo. Write a diary entry 

describing your experience about  the trip to the zoo.                             (Word limit 80-100). 

Section- B Grammar   

A. Change into indirect speech :- 

1. He said,”Mr Jha is a good teacher.” 

2.She said ,”Arun is having his dinner.” 

3.Mother said,”I wrote on the note book.” 



 4.Teacher says,”My students are always punctual.” 

5.Amit said,”The earth moves around the sun.” 

 6.Danny said,”He has painted the picture.” 

B. Change the tense as directed in the brackets:- 

1.He has eaten his food.[ past perfect tense] 

2.The bus is moving very slowly.[ past continuous tense] 

3.She dances very nicely.[simple past] 

4.Birds have flown away from the cage.[present continuous] 

5.Mother cooks food in the kitchen.[present perfect] 

C. Rewrite these sentences with the correct subject- verb agreement:- 

1. The news that we heard today are good. 

2. Each house have its own parking space. 

3. Is the classes empty now? 

4. Nobody know how to answer the question. 

5.Nishi and Tanya has to go for shopping . 

D. Fill in the blanks with ‘a’,’an’,or ‘the’:- 

1.______Times of India is a famous newspaper. 

2.______English defeated _____Germans.  

3. Shatabadi  is late by _____ hour. 

E. Identify the underlined words as finite or non—finite verbs:- 

1. This bakery sells delicious cake. 

2. Naresh plans to make a new sketch everyday. 

F. Choose the correct pronoun:- 

1. Sania made (herself/her) a cup of tea. 

2. (We/Us) are going to the market.. 



G. Rewrite the group of words to make meaningful sentences:- 

1. town/the/ through/marched/soldiers/the 

2. beautiful/ fade/ soon/the/will/rainbow/away 

H. Identify these nouns as masculine, feminine, common or neuter:- 

1.  goddess _________ 2. singer -------------- 3. wizard-------------  4. furniture ---------- 5. bull------- 

 I. Write the underlined verbs as gerund or participles in the given sentences:- 

1. The dengue mosquito breeds in fresh standing water. 

2. Sitting too long without exercise can make the feet swollen. 

3. The crying of the baby woke up the mother. 

 

Section  C- Literature 

 A. Answer the following questions.                                                                                                                                             

1. What kind of teacher was Mrs. Rajan? 

2. When and why was the first marathon race run? 

3. What is an information bureau? 

4. How did the Athenians defeat the Persians? 

5. Write two reasons that might have motivated Mary Kom to take up boxing. 

 

B. With reference to the context answer the following questions.                                                         

“My classes are not really that boring .So, I guess you have some other reason for drawing when 

you should be listening ! ” 
1. Who is the speaker of the above lines?  

2. To whom is the speaker  speaking?                                                                                                                                         

3. Write the name of the chapter and the writer of the above lines.  

“Looking after the kids keeps us busy. The twins and prince are getting along quite well.”   

1. Who are busy looking after the kids? 

2. How many kids do they have? 

3. Who was out of the profession for two years? Why?  

            


